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VILLAGE OF CHAGRIN FALLS
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD MINUTES

April 4,2017
Members present: Barclay, Clemens, Koepf, Naylor; Absent: King.
Also Present: Edwards

Meeting called to order at: 8:30 AM
APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Motion by Naylor, second by Barclay toapprove March 21,2017 meeting minutes. Motion passed.
1. Pawlikpwski

280 Chagrin Blvd.

New Dwelling - Preliminary Approval

Public Hearing opened to allow for comment. Neighbor Cindy Tabor, 255 Chagrin Blvd. present. Ms.
Tabor made comment regarding proposed three car garage; most neighboring houses do not have front
garages, ifthey do garages are located to the rear instead of a walk-out basement.
RSA Architects and Ryan Sanders of Premier Custom Builders presented plans for new dwelling

composed of3,300 sq. ft. with 1,930 first floor footprint tobe constructed on vacant consolidated lot with
75' frontage. No variances are required. Three car garage is situated at fa9ade. Clemens requested
revised design incorporating Tudor style elements reflective of neighboring properties and noted house is
tucked back to try to lessen impact of proportion and massing. Board members requested consideration
of a scaled down two-car garage. Keopf noted neighboring houses were significantly smaller, but had no
objection to the massing and scale except for three cargarage. Naylor noted garage doors face street as
cars come around the curve on Chagrin Blvd.

Motion for Preliminary Approval with comments by Barclay, second byNaylor. Motion passed.

2.

Bickett

184 Willow Lane.

Solar Panels-Denied

Historical Significance Report (HSR) dated 3/31/17 as prepared by Mr. Sande states that the existing
house does not meet the standards for historical significance as defined by Village Code. Mr. Sande

states the proposed removable solar panel installation would not cause an adverse effect to the historic
significance of the existing house or to proximately located historically significant buildings.
Motion that Historic Significance Report was reviewed and accepted byNaylor, second byBarclay.
Contractor Mathew O'Brien and Owners Diana & Tim Bickett presented photos and plans for solar panel
installation on south rear elevation at roof using non-reflective panels. Although the house was

determined to be not historically significant, NPS Technical Preservation Briefs were consulted for
guidance due to the historic character of the Village. Naylor stated that NPS Technical Preservation
Briefs recommend solar panel installation on secondary elevations if possible using low profile flush
mount non-reflective panels. Naylor inquired about shingle stylesolar panels, which Mr.O'Brien stated

